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Sunnylife case for DJI Mini 3 & Mini 3 Pro (MM3-B397)
The Sunnylife case allows you to safely store and transport your DJI Mini 3 or Mini 3 Pro along with 6 batteries and other accessories. It
features special sections for the drone's body, DJI RC controller and RC-N1 controller, making it a great solution for aerial photography
enthusiasts. An adjustable strap allows the product to be used as a suitcase or shoulder bag.
 
Convenient equipment storage
The precision-molded interior of  the case allows you to safely store your drone with the gimbal cover.  You can rest assured that both
your  equipment  and  its  delicate  components  are  properly  protected.  The  interior  also  includes  a  battery  holder  and  charging  station,
along with a compartment for a USB-C charger, for easy organization of accessories and quick access to the various components.
 
Space for accessories
The case features a large mesh pocket with a zipper that allows you to store cables, propellers, joysticks or a controller strap. This way
you can always have all the accessories you need at hand.
 
Multifunctionality
The product also offers a soft  center compartment layer to protect your controller screen and accessories from scratches.  In addition,
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thanks to the adjustable strap, it can be used as a hand case or shoulder bag.
 
Robust design
The case is equipped with a sturdy handle, and sturdy zippers ensure the safety of the stored equipment. The product is made of durable
materials  that  provide  resistance  to  shocks  and  external  conditions,  and  minimize  the  effects  of  impacts.  In  addition,  a  flannel  lining
protects devices from scratches and provides an extra layer of protection.
 
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelMM3-B397MaterialFabric + flannelDimensions270 x 206 x 79 mmWeight400 g

Preço:

€ 35.50

Drones, Other, Acessórios
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